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SECTION-A 2i6=lL
I (a) The resultant of two forces? ma{* ot right angle to F.,rne resultar* of F

mdd a$ing at ssne angleu at rigfu wrylemf;.Snoru thfr pz : ee,. 
i,

I (b) Prore that the a[ebraic sum of the moments of the forces forming a couple about, ,

any point in their plane is constant.

ll State and prwe Varignon,s theorem.

lll (a) lf forces of magnitudes P, Q and R act at a point parallel to the sides BC, CA and AB

respectivety of a triangle ABC, prove that the magnitude of their resultant force is

equal to

Itf {b} The ccnstitueii,'t forces olf a cc.plle o{ rm,*.'merirr G aats at pcints A ard B. tf their lines

of action are tumed througtr a rffi argle, tirey form , .orpi" of a moment H. when

They both act at right angle to AB, show tlrat they form a couple of moment \tc4p.
lV (a) Prove that algebraic sum of resotved parts of anytwo concurrent forces along a given

direction in their plane is equal to the resofued part of their resuftant along the same direction.

j

lv (b)six coplanar forces a- cn a rig : :coy,along the sides AB, BC, cD, DE, EF and F.r ci a

regular hexagon ABCDEF of side 1 unit of magnitude 1.:o,20,30, 40, p and e units

respectively. Find p and e so that the syatem reduces to a couple. Also find the

moment of the couple. 
(3)

sEcnoN-B }x6 =-lL
V (a) Prove that the centre of gravity of a solid hemisphere lies at a point on the central

radius that divides it in the ratio 3:5 from the centre.

v (b)A solid hemisphere and a solid right circular cone have their bases joined together,

the bases being of the same size. Find the semi-vertical angle of the cone so that centre

of gravity of the combined body may be at the centre of the common base; two solids

being ma de of the same mate ria L

Vl Two weights P and Q are suspended from a fixed point O by strings oA and oB which are

kept apart by a light rod AB. lf the strings make angles u andB with the rod, show by stating

3,

(3)

(5)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)



Lami's theorem, that the angle g which the rod makes with the vertical is given

tang: P+Q

P cot a-Q cot p-

vll (a) A uniform ladder rests with one end en a horizonial floor and other against a vertical

Wanl, tlrc coefficienS of fri,ction beirB ; Md : respectiveV. Find the indination of the
il

l-adder rrhen it is about to slip.

vll (bl A uniform rod rests with one ercremity agpinst a rorryh ve{pat ra!|, the dher end

being supported by a string of equal length fastened to a point in the wall. prove that

least angle which thri string can make with the wail is tan-t (1) ,

where ,r.r is the coefficient of friction. (3)

Vlll Equal weights fr cmdfr ateattached to two ends of a string passing over a smooth

peg at O. The two portions of the string are separated by a heavy beam AB of weightfr ,

whose centre of gravity is at a disiance a frorn A anci b rrorn B. Show tirat AB is indined

to the horizontal at an angle tan-1 l311an (sin-1rrl1)].

sEcTtoN-c

lX (a) State Parallelogram Iaw forces.

lx (b) state the corditions of equilibrium for any number coplanar concurrent fiorces.

lx (c) tet four forces of magnitudes p, p, p and 2p acts alorg sides DA A4 BC and cD of

a sguare ABCD. Find a point on AD such that the algebraic sum of moments of forces

about it vanishes.

lX (d)The resolved part of a force of magnitude 32N in a direction is 16N. Find its inclination

with the force and other resolved part.

lX (e) Give laws of limiting friction.

lX (f) Find the centre of gravity of uniform rod.

lX (g) State tr-;r theorem.

lX (h) What is the resultant of a force and a couple?
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